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Put Pretending into YOUR SON OR DAUGHTER'S Play may be the third booklet in the Make Play
R. Easy-to-use checklists help identify the child's next thing in pretend play, while concrete good
examples and "K.C. templates help parents and professionals program how they'll help the kid
move to the next phase.This booklet offers practical, research-based guidance for building children's
pretend play skills skills that are closely associated with the development of language, social, and
emotional skills.O.Pretend Play Strategy"™ Booklet Series for parents of children with autism
spectrum disorder and other communication difficulties.
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Value Owning, Reading, & 13 of the book, "Once a child with autism has mastered higher levels of
functional play. This is a series I recommend. I however, like to emphasize the family contributions
part. Using This is actually the third of 3 "Produce Play Rock" books available on the market, all of
which I own and purchased for use with this son, who has Autism, among other things... But I
purchased this publication because I was very impressed with the initial two books in the series,
discovered them to be effective and useful, and I was on the look out for good suggestions to
make use of once he's prepared to learn early pretend skills..he's prepared to pretend. Because I
believe in my little man, and I feel certain we can get there.This is an excellent resource to own
whether you imagine your kiddo is ready for pretend play or not, because it explains 1) why this skill
is so important to encourage (links to raised language acquisition outcomes), 2) how exactly to
identify if your son or daughter is ready for pretend play, 3) how exactly to help them progress from
one stage of pretend play to some other.it's mentioned in these books, but nonetheless not
commercially available yet that I can see. Though I've had this reserve for a while now, it is not one I
actively make use of yet because, since it says on pg. The truth is, the true magic doesn't happen
during therapy time. A large part of it is what happens in the house as you connect to and employ
these or any other therapeutic techniques with your kiddo. These Hanen booklets ROCK! I keep
looking forward to the 4th book in the series to come out as well." Our kiddo has a whole lot more
then Autism shaping his world, and we're still heavily pitched in the functional play fight at this stage..
For kiddos with Autism or related developmental disorders, that is a skill that will most likely not
happen spontaneously, and will require some arranging, intervention, and energetic encouragement
from family and therapy associates to develop... Highly recommend it!I really believe this, like the
other two books in the series, is explained clearly and uses audio methodology, and as soon as we
can get right up to multi-action functional play, we're going to be using this in our home. Superb
series with great ideas!.
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